
Attachment Type of Change

Attachment E

Attachment E Change to Intro script

Attachment E

Attachment E

Attachment E

Attachment E Add interviewer check for county/city

Attachment E Add interviewer check for county/city

Change to General Notes (CATI script to 
address possible incorrect age given by 
respondent) 

Revise order of CF1 so that it is asked after 
finding out if respondent is driving a vehicle.

Add question to ask for permission to send 
text with more survey info. to cell phone 
respondents who say they are too busy to do 
survey

Add thank you text if given permission to send 
text.



Attachment E

Attachment E

Attachment E

Attachment E

Attachment E

Attachment E

Attachment E

Attachment E

Remove Military questions due to data 
collection having ended (including and 
military specific interviewer script and CATI 
skip patterns) 

Remove Military questions due to data 
collection having ended (including and 
military specific interviewer script and CATI 
skip patterns) 

Remove Military questions due to data 
collection having ended (including and 
military specific interviewer script and CATI 
skip patterns) 

Remove Military questions due to data 
collection having ended (including and 
military specific interviewer script and CATI 
skip patterns) 

Remove spouse of Military questions due to 
data collection having ended (including 
interviewer script and CATI skip patterns) 

Remove spouse of Military questions due to 
data collection having ended (including 
interviewer script and CATI skip patterns) 

Remove spouse of Military questions due to 
data collection having ended (including 
interviewer script and CATI skip patterns) 

Remove spouse of Military questions due to 
data collection having ended (including 
interviewer script and CATI skip patterns) 



Attachment E

Attachment E

Attachment E

Attachment E

Attachment E

Attachment E

Attachment E

Attachment E Shorten question

Attachment E

Attachment E

Remove spouse of Military questions due to 
data collection having ended (including 
interviewer script and CATI skip patterns) 

Remove spouse of Military questions due to 
data collection having ended (including 
interviewer script and CATI skip patterns) 

Remove spouse of Military questions due to 
data collection having ended (including 
interviewer script and CATI skip patterns) 

Remove spouse of Military questions due to 
data collection having ended (including 
interviewer script and CATI skip patterns) 

Remove spouse of Military questions due to 
data collection having ended (including 
interviewer script and CATI skip patterns) 

Remove question due to low response option 
variability

Remove question due to low response option 
variability

Remove question due to low response option 
variability

Remove question due to low response option 
variability



Current Question/Item

(not currently included)

(not currently included)

A11a:  What county do you live in?

A12a:  What county do you live in?

The question numbers are the variable names.  Question numbers in parenthesis are for 
administrative purposes and will not appear on the final data set. CATI-System and other 
contractor-created variables are included in the survey instrument, are surrounded by 
brackets, and may be included on the final data set.  Response options in all UPPER CASE 
should not be read. Responses of Don’t Know, Refused and LEGIT SKIP will be represented 
using codes -1, -2 and -3, respectively. Blank fields will be interpreted as inadvertent skips.  
The following abbreviations are used within the instrument:  LEGITIMATE SKIP is LEGIT 
SKIP, DK is Don’t Know, REF is Refused, MTP is Made to Penetrate, and PTSD is 
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder.  This survey will be administered both in English and in 
Spanish (following translation). Interviewers will not read answer options listed in ALL 
CAPS. Answer options listed in both upper and lower case are read to the respondent. 
Anytime a respondent reports his/her age at first > 18, or DK, or Ref, the program will skip 
perpetrator age questions. The minimum number of relationships identified should equal 
the minimum number of perpetrators calculated. If 996 is entered before the minimum is 
reached a soft error check should appear. For example, If D03=2 and D04 = 4, then the 
minimum number should be equal 4. If 996 is entered for  D05_02 or D05_03 or D05_04, 
the soft check will appear.

Hello, I am calling on behalf of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the CDC. 
The CDC is conducting an important research study on health and injuries, and if someone 
in your household is selected to participate and completes the interview, we will send that 
person a check for {FILL: $10 / $40 (NONRESPONSE FOLLOW-UP PHASE)}.  My name is 
__________, with RTI International and I’m part of the research team.  Let me assure you 
that this is not a sales call.  Your phone number has been chosen randomly to represent 
thousands of others in the country.

CF1:  Are you 18 years or older?   CF2: I need to ask you a few questions to determine 
eligibility for CDC’s study. Is this a cell phone?  CF2_1:  Are you driving a vehicle at this 
moment?   CF2_2: When would be a better time to call you?



Mil01:  Have you been deployed longer than 30 consecutive days in the last 24 months 
that is since {FILL: DATE 24 MONTHS AGO}?  [IF NECESSARY: This deployment may have 
started more than 24 months ago and continued within the past 24 months.]

Mil02:  Where was your most recent deployment that lasted more than 30 consecutive 
days? IF NECESSARY:  I’m not sure which category that falls into.  Would you say … {READ 
RESPONSES – NO NEED TO READ THE PARENTHETICAL PORTION}.

Mil03:  Since September 11, 2001, have you been deployed to a combat zone or an area 
where you drew imminent danger pay or hostile fire pay? IF NECESSARY: 
Hostile Fire Pay occurs when an appropriate commander certifies that a military member 
has been subjected to a hostile fire or explosion of a hostile mine or been on duty close to 
a hostile fire incident.  

Imminent Danger Pay occurs when an appropriate commander certifies that a military 
member has served an official duty within an area designated by the Department of 
Defense as eligible for Imminent Danger Pay.  As of April 2015, examples of areas eligible 
for imminent danger pay consist of Afghanistan, parts of the Balkans, Cuba, Haiti, 
Democratic Republic of Congo, Iraq, Persian Gulf, Somalia, Syria, and Turkey.  

Mil04:  When you were deployed to a combat zone or an area where you drew imminent 
danger or hostile fire pay, were you involved in combat operations?

SPS01: During your spouse’s active duty career, has he been deployed for more than 30 
consecutive days?

SPS02:  Has your spouse been deployed longer than 30 consecutive days in the past 24 
months that is since {FILL: DATE 24 MONTHS AGO}?  IF NECESSARY: This deployment may 
have started more than 24 months ago and continued within the past 24 months.

SPS03: In the past 24 months, that is since {FILL: DATE 24 MONTHS AGO}, how many times 
has your spouse been deployed more than 30 consecutive days?

SPS04:  Where was your spouse’s most recent deployment in the past 24 months that 
lasted longer than 30 consecutive days?  IF NECESSARY:  I’m not sure which category that 
falls into.  Would you say … {READ RESPONSES – NO NEED TO READ THE PARENTHETICAL 
PORTION}.



SPS06:  Is your spouse currently deployed?

SPS07Yr:  _ _ _ _ {4 digit year}

J03: Men and women should have equal say in all aspects of their relationship.

J04:  Hitting or slapping is sometimes ok within an intimate relationship.

SPS05:  Was your spouse’s most recent deployment in the past 24 months to a combat 
zone?  That is, an area where he drew imminent danger or hostile fire pay? [IF NECESSARY: 
Hostile Fire Pay occurs when an appropriate commander certifies that a military member 
has been subjected to a hostile fire or explosion of a hostile mine or been on duty in an 
area close to a hostile fire incident.  Imminent Danger Pay occurs when an appropriate 
commander certifies that a military has served an official duty within an area designated 
by the Department of Defense as eligible for Imminent Danger Pay.  As of April 2015, 
examples of areas eligible for imminent danger pay consist of Afghanistan, parts of the 
Balkans, Cuba, Haiti, Democratic Republic of Congo, Iraq, Persian Gulf, Somalia, Syria, and 
Turkey.  

(SPS07): When do you expect your spouse to return from his current deployment?  

SPS07MO:  _ _  {Enter 1 – 12}

J10:  I have doubts that I would know what to say or do to stop intimate partner violence 
among others if I were to see a situation that could turn violent between intimate 
partners.

J12:  People can be taught what to do or say to help stop intimate partner violence from 
happening between others.

J17:  People can be taught what to do or say to help stop sexual 
violence  from happening between others.



Requested Change (script and questions edits in blue bold)

The question numbers are the variable names.  Question numbers in parenthesis are for administrative purposes and will 
not appear on the final data set. CATI-System and other contractor-created variables are included in the survey 
instrument, are surrounded by brackets, and may be included on the final data set.  Response options in all UPPER CASE 
should not be read. Responses of Don’t Know, Refused and LEGIT SKIP will be represented using codes -1, -2 and -3, 
respectively. Blank fields will be interpreted as inadvertent skips.  The following abbreviations are used within the 
instrument:  LEGITIMATE SKIP is LEGIT SKIP, DK is Don’t Know, REF is Refused, MTP is Made to Penetrate, and PTSD is 
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder.  This survey will be administered both in English and in Spanish (following translation). 
Interviewers will not read answer options listed in ALL CAPS. Answer options listed in both upper and lower case are read 
to the respondent. Anytime a respondent reports his/her age at first > 18, or DK, or Ref, the program will skip perpetrator 
age questions. The minimum number of relationships identified should equal the minimum number of perpetrators 
calculated. If 996 is entered before the minimum is reached a soft error check should appear. For example, If D03=2 and 
D04 = 4, then the minimum number should be equal 4. If 996 is entered for  D05_02 or D05_03 or D05_04, the soft check 
will appear. The age at first occurrence of a behavior should be younger than the current age specified in A1_CHK.  If the 
age a behavior first occurred is older than current age, CATI will display a soft check: “It looks as though I may have 
entered your current age wrong. We just entered {fill:  response from current question} but earlier I put your current 
age as {fill: A1_CHK}. Would you like me to go back and change your current age or the age I just entered?”  The 
interviewer can then choose to either revise current age, age at first for the behavior, or suppress the check and keep 
the inconsistent responses. 

Hello, I am calling on behalf of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the CDC. In addition to preventing 
diseases, the CDC also focuses on a range of health topics, including injuries. The CDC is conducting an important 
research study on health and injuries, and if someone in your household is selected to participate and completes the 
interview, we will send that person a check for {FILL: $10 / $40 (NONRESPONSE FOLLOW-UP PHASE)}.  My name is 
__________, with RTI International and I’m part of the research team.  Let me assure you that this is not a sales call.  Your 
phone number has been chosen randomly to represent thousands of others in the country.

CF2: I need to ask you a few questions to determine eligibility for CDC’s study. Is this a cell phone?   CF2_1:  Are you driving 
a vehicle at this moment?   CF2_2: When would be a better time to call you?   CF1:  Are you 18 years or older?       

Add:  TEXT_CONSENT: For legal purposes, I need to record your verbal consent to receive a text message from us with 
more information about the study.  Do I have your consent to send this message?

Add:   TEXT_THANKS:   Thank you for giving us permission to send you a text message with more information about the 
study.  You can expect to receive the message within 24-48 hours.  

A11a:  What county do you live in?  INTERVIEWER: “I heard you say that you live in [REPEAT BACK RESPONSE].  Is this the 
name of the city you live in or the county that your city is in?” IF CITY, ASK AGAIN FOR NAME OF COUNTY.  IF DK 
COUNTY OR INSISTS CITY IS THE COUNTY, ENTER RESPONSE INTO OTHER SPECIFY: COUNTY NOT LISTED.  

A12a:  What county do you live in?  INTERVIEWER: “I heard you say that you live in [REPEAT BACK RESPONSE].  Is this the 
name of the city you live in or the county that your city is in? ” IF CITY, ASK AGAIN FOR NAME OF COUNTY.  IF DK 
COUNTY OR INSISTS CITY IS THE COUNTY, ENTER RESPONSE INTO OTHER SPECIFY: COUNTY NOT LISTED.    
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I have doubts that I would know what to say or do to stop intimate partner violence among others if I were to see a 
situation that could turn violent. (REMOVED "between intimate partners")
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